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Graphical Abstract

**Highlights**

- UO$_2$ single crystals with (100), (110) and (111) surfaces were dissolved in 2 M HNO$_3$.
- Two successive kinetic regimes were identified during dissolution.
- The impact of the initial surface orientation on the dissolution rate was evaluated.
During the first kinetic regime, the dissolution occurred mainly at surface defect sites.
The second kinetic step was attributed to a catalysed dissolution mechanism.
Catalytic species were produced at the solid/solution interface during the first step.

Abstract
UO$_2$ single crystals with (100), (110) and (111) oriented faces were dissolved in 2 mol.L$^{-1}$ HNO$_3$ at room temperature. The evolution of the topography of the surface was monitored and reliable dissolution rates corresponding to the three crystallographic orientations were determined under controlled hydrodynamic and chemical conditions. The dissolution tests of UO$_2$ polished single crystals showed two different kinetic steps. During the first uncatalysed kinetic regime, the enhanced reactivity of the surface at defect sites was demonstrated. The second kinetic step was attributed to a catalysed dissolution mechanism involving species produced at the solid/solution interface during the first step.
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1. Introduction

Currently in France where reprocessing is part of the nuclear fuel cycle, most of nuclear fuels are composed of enriched uranium-based UO$_2$ pellets, in which about 3.5 to 5 % of uranium atoms are present as fissile $^{235}$U isotope. UO$_2$ pellets are dense (95 % TD) and polycrystalline ceramic. During its stay for 3 to 5 years in the reactor, the ceramic is submitted to neutron absorption and fission of several isotopes, such as $^{235}$U, $^{239}$Pu and $^{241}$Pu, leading to the formation of a large variety of fission products. In France, spent nuclear fuels (SNF) are recycled in order to recover reusable uranium and plutonium. The head step of the reprocessing process deals with the dissolution of the SNF in hot concentrated nitric acid. The SNF material is heterogeneous in terms of microstructure (cracks, porosity), elementary composition (fission and transmutation products) and distribution (enriched Pu zones) [1-4], which could significantly influence the dissolution rate.

After discharging from the core, SNF is still containing about 95 % of remaining uranium and 1% of plutonium. Due to the very high specific activity of SNF, its reprocessing is often studied using unirradiated UO$_2$. The dissolution mechanism of UO$_2$ in nitric acid solutions involves the oxidation of uranium (IV) to uranium (VI) at the solid/solution interface [5, 6]. According to literature [7-11], the most likely mechanism is initiated by a redox reaction between UO$_2$ and HNO$_3$ at the solid/solution interface following reaction (1):

$$\text{UO}_2(s) + \text{HNO}_3(aq) + 2 \text{H}^+ \rightarrow \text{UO}_2^{2+}(aq) + \text{HNO}_2(aq) + \text{H}_2\text{O}$$ (1)

The rate of this reaction is considered to be slow [10]. According to this reaction, the increase of the nitrous acid concentration is proportional to the concentration of uranyl nitrate in solution [9, 12]. A second reaction between UO$_2$ and nitrous acid is suspected to be much faster than reaction (1) [10]:

$$\text{UO}_2(s) + 2 \text{HNO}_2(aq) + 2 \text{H}^+ \rightarrow \text{UO}_2^{2+}(aq) + 2 \text{NO}(aq) + 2\text{H}_2\text{O}$$ (2)

As HNO$_2$ is a product of reaction (1), the dissolution mechanism of UO$_2$ in nitric acid solutions was described as an autocatalytic reaction [13, 14]. Several studies [10, 15, 16] underlined on the one hand, the increase of the dissolution rate when adding nitrite salts to the nitric acid solutions and on the other hand, the decrease of the dissolution rate when nitrous acid scavengers, like hydrazinium ions or urea, are added to nitric acid. These results indicated that nitrous acid could be the catalytic species. However, Desigan et al. [11] observed that nitrous acid decomposed quickly to NOx gases following reaction (3):

$$2 \text{HNO}_2(aq) \rightleftharpoons \text{NO}_2(aq) + \text{NO}(aq) + \text{H}_2\text{O}$$ (3)
It is also important to note that the products of reaction (3) can recombine in nitric acid solutions to produce nitrous acid, according to reactions (4) and (5) [14, 16]:

\[
\text{NO}_2(aq) + H_2O \rightleftharpoons \text{HNO}_2(aq) + \text{HNO}_3(aq) \quad (4)
\]

\[
H^+ + \text{NO}_3^− + 2\text{NO}(aq) + H_2O \rightleftharpoons 3 \text{HNO}_2(aq) \quad (5)
\]

Thus, even if the true nature of the catalytic species remained unknown, HNO₂ plays a key role in the autocatalytic mechanism of UO₂ dissolution in nitric acid solutions [7-9, 17, 18].

Several studies dealing with the kinetics of UO₂ dissolution in nitric acid media were conducted from decades, leading to controversial results. Inconsistencies between results reported in the literature arise mainly from two issues. First, hydrodynamics is not well controlled during the dissolution tests. Thus, dissolution rates can be controlled by diffusion processes and not by chemical reactions [10, 19]. As a direct consequence, concentrations of reactive species in the bulk solution differ from that at the solid/solution interface [17]. Secondly, UO₂ samples with various structures, such as powders, sintered pellets or single crystals were handled in dissolution experiments. Powdered samples obtained by grinding massive samples incorporate high density of defects and often show heterogeneous grain size [10, 13]. Grain boundaries, pores and cracks present at the surface of the pellet are known to be preferential zones of dissolution [13, 20-24]. Even for a single crystal, the spatial distribution of the surface reactivity has been evidenced by dissolution studies [25]. These various observations led to the conclusions that powders, pellets and single crystals exhibit different surface densities of reactive sites, and that the spatial distribution of the reactive sites is heterogeneous and generally unknown. Thus, even if dissolution rate is normalised by the surface area, the values obtained using UO₂ samples of various structures can differ strongly.

Finally, the comparison of UO₂ dissolution rates is complicated by the sharp change in the dissolution kinetics, when moving from uncatalysed reaction (1) to catalysed reaction (2). The poor control of hydrodynamics associated to the existence of topographic defects at the interface between UO₂ and nitric acid solution influences the rate of production of catalytic species, and thus modifies drastically the overall dissolution rate. In view of these difficulties, micrometric single crystals appear as the simplest interface to obtain reliable dissolution rates of UO₂ in nitric acid media. From a geometric point of view, oriented and polished single crystal presents large and flat solid/solution interface. This interface can be considered as free of steps, pores, grain boundaries or cracks, which allows to manage properly hydrodynamic conditions in both catalysed and uncatalysed regimes.

Moreover, the use of oriented single crystals makes it possible to evaluate the impact of surface orientation on the dissolution rate. Uranium dioxide crystallizes with a fluorite type-structure (spatial group \(Fm\overline{3}m\)). The lattice is composed of uranium atoms (+IV) organized in
a face-centred cubic structure and oxygen atoms (-II) fill every tetrahedral sites of the lattice (eight sites). This specific spatial group owns two mirrors symmetries and one axial symmetry. A combination of these three symmetric operations allows (100), (110) and (111) planes to recur in all directions and finally to build the UO$_2$ structure. The stability of oriented faces and the contribution of defects have been investigated in the literature for fluorite-type materials such as CaF$_2$ and CeO$_2$[22, 23, 26-28]. (111) oriented surface seems to be the most resistant to dissolution. It is worth noting that dissolution kinetics of CaF$_2$ and CeO$_2$ is not controlled by an oxidative process as for UO$_2$ in nitric acid. Nevertheless, a recent study of the dissolution under irradiation of UO$_2$ thin films [29] showed that unlike (100) and (110), the (111) oriented surface stopped dissolving after one minute under irradiation. This result suggests that the (111) UO$_2$ surface is the most resistant to radiolytic dissolution.

In this work, single crystals with (100), (110) and (111) oriented faces were dissolved in nitric acid solution. The evolution of the topography of the surface was monitored and dissolution rates corresponding to the three crystallographic orientations were determined under controlled hydrodynamic conditions. Specific dissolution tests were performed for the (111) oriented surface. First, the topographic evolution of the interface was monitored by AFM at the beginning of the dissolution reaction in order to evidence the role of defects during the catalysed kinetic regime. Secondly, catalysed conditions were maintained in order to determine reliable dissolution rate under controlled hydrodynamic and chemical conditions.

2. Material and Methods

2.1. Preparation of UO$_2$ polished single crystals and surface characterizations

Macroscopic single crystals of UO$_2$ were recovered a long time ago from a melted core of depleted UO$_2$ in a research reactor. Many years after, smaller single crystals were cut and oriented at the Joined Research Centre of Karlsruhe thanks to Laue diffraction method in order to produce the millimeter-sized samples used in this work. Single crystals were oriented and cut along to (100), (110) and (111) planes. The three oriented surfaces are represented in Fig. 1. They reveal different arrangements of U and O atoms. Surfaces (100) and (111) are formed of alternating planes only composed of uranium or oxygen atoms, such as -O-U-O- planes for the (100) surface and -O$_2$-U-O$_2$-U-O$_2$- planes for the (111) surface. On the contrary, each atomic plane of the (110) surface is composed of U and O atoms. The (100) surface is the only polar surface among all the others.

The oriented samples obtained by cutting single crystals have an irregular slab form. The samples were weighted and their dimensions determined thanks to an optical macroscope. The surface area of the main oriented face was determined by using the image
processing software ImageJ. The pixel size was calibrated at the appropriate magnification. After binarization of the whole sample image, the surface area of the black pixels, which corresponds to the geometric surface area of the oriented face was determined. The geometric properties of the samples are gathered in Table 1. In order to expose a single oriented surface to the solution, samples were embedded in an epoxy resin (EpoFix, Struers). Then, samples were polished to remove completely the resin from the surface exposed to the dissolution medium. Several polishing discs were used, the last one was used with 1 µm diamond suspension during 1 min with rotation at 200 rpm. The final polishing step was performed with colloidal silica (30 sec with rotation at 200 rpm).

The orientation of the surface was controlled after mechanical polishing by X-Rays Diffraction (XRD). XRD patterns were collected using a Bruker D8-Advance diffractometer (LynxEye detector) in the reflection geometry with Cu-Kα1.2 radiation (λ = 1.5418 Å). The analyses were carried out at room temperature in an angular range of 10° < 2θ < 100°, with a step of 0.026° and a total counting time of about 2 h. XRD patterns of the three oriented faces and of UO₂ powder used as a reference are presented in Fig. 2.

The XRD diagrams of each sample presented only XRD peaks of the UO₂ lattice, without any additional phase. The unit cell parameter was evaluated to 5.469(4) Å as the average of the values obtained by the refinement of each diagram. It was in agreement with the value determined by Leinders et al. [30] for stoichiometric UO₂ (a = 5.47127(8) Å). In addition, only the XRD lines corresponding to the expected orientation were observed. From the XRD patterns analysis, it was assumed that the polishing step did not strongly modify the orientation of the surface of single crystals exposed to solution. The specific shape of the XRD peaks obtained for the single crystals was attributed to two phenomena. The first one is the “flat plate” phenomenon, which is a well-known artefact for XRD analysis of massive samples. The second one is the “mosaic structure” phenomenon. Indeed, in a real crystal, the lattice is broken up in several tiny blocks having a size around 1000 Å. Each block is slightly disoriented one from another. The disorientation angle is small but at worst, it can reached 1°. For a disorientation angle of ε, each block can diffract in a range between the incident angle θ and θ + ε [31].

The topography of each sample was observed before dissolution experiment by Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM, FEI Quanta 200) and by Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM, MULTIMODE 8 AFM). For SEM, a secondary electron detector (SE) and a backscattered electron detector (BSE) in vacuum conditions were used with an acceleration voltage of 30 kV. The AFM device presented an optimal vertical resolution of 1 Å and a lateral resolution of approximately 8 nm. It was outfitted with a Nanoscope 5 controller from Bruker Germany. Under dry conditions, the peak mode force was applied using SNL tips (silicon tip on silicon
nitride cantilever) from Bruker Company to perform AFM imaging. The spring constant was 0.35 N.m⁻¹. This mode was used with specific surface texture parameters defined by the operator in order to minimize the force. The average roughness of the surface, $S_a$ (nm), the maximum height of the surface, $S_z$ (nm) and the developed interfacial area ratio, $Sdr$ (%), were determined by AFM according to the standard ISO 25178-2 [32] (Table 1).

$$S_a = \frac{1}{A} \times \iint_A |z(x,y)| \, dxdy$$

(6)

$$S_z = S_p + S_v$$

(7)

$$Sdr = \frac{S_{corr} - A}{A} \times 100$$

(8)

where $A$ corresponds to projected area (m²), $S_p$ is the height of the highest point (µm), $S_v$ is the height of the deepest point (µm) and $S_{corr}$ corresponds to the surface area corrected by the surface texture (m²).

At the end of the dissolution experiments, the samples were characterized by SEM under environmental conditions with SE detector. In order to observe a large zone of each sample, twenty pictures were taken at low magnification and then stitched using the plugin Grid/collection stitching [33] of Fiji software. Then, SEM micrographs were recorded at different magnifications. For one of these magnifications, three tilted images were recorded using three different angles (-10°; 0°; 10°) following the protocol developed by Podor et al. [34]. The stereoscopic images were then pre-aligned using the SIFT method of FIJI software [35]. 3D-reconstructions of the zone observed were obtained using the three tilted images and the commercial Alicona Mex software. A reference plane cutting the 3D-reconstruction was defined: its z-position was determined in order to equitably distribute matter above and below it. From the 3D-reconstruction, surface texture or topographic parameters such as the maximum height difference ($S_Z$ in µm), the average arithmetic roughness ($S_a$ in µm) and the developed interfacial area ratio, ($Sdr$ in %) were also calculated at the end of the dissolution experiment. The topographic parameters were calculated as the average of the results obtained from 3D-reconstructions of three different zones at the surface of the sample.

A representative SEM image of each oriented surface obtained with SE detector is presented in Fig. 3 (a-c). SE detector is sensitive to topographic contrast. The micrographs reported in Fig. 3 (a-c) confirmed that the polished surface was smooth without any deep scratches. The BSE detector was used to perform Electron Channeling Contrast Imaging (ECCI). This technique allowed the observation and characterization of extended crystalline defects such as dislocations [36-40]. Numerous white lines were observed, which were attributed to the presence of defects (Fig. 3 (2a-c)) [41]. This observation was made for the three oriented samples. The observation of UO₂ single crystals by SEM-ECCI has been already
reported in few studies [39] but was not associated to AFM images. In this work, the same zone of the (110) and (111) oriented samples was also characterized by AFM (Fig. 3 (b-c)). A perfect match existed between the positions of the white lines evidenced by SEM-ECCI and the nanometer dents detected by AFM. Thus, thanks to high vertical resolution provided by AFM, tiny height variations were detected that corresponded either to polishing scratches of few nanometers in depth or to extended defects such as dislocations lines and loops.

2.2. Dissolution experiments

Dissolution experiments under standard conditions

The dissolution tests were performed at room temperature under static conditions and mechanical stirring, using 240 mL PTFE reactors. Three oriented single crystals were put in 2 mol.L\(^{-1}\) HNO\(_3\) solution for 35 days. The total volume of solution was 200 mL. At regular times, 5 mL of solution were sampled and replaced by the same volume of fresh nitric acid to maintain a constant volume of solution in contact with the crystal. After dilution with 0.2 mol.L\(^{-1}\) HNO\(_3\) solution, the elemental uranium concentration was measured using Inductively-Coupled Plasma Mass Spectrometry (ICP-MS, Thermo Fisher). ICP-MS was calibrated using several standard solutions prepared by dilution of a certified standard solution at 1000 ppm in uranium using 0.2 mol.L\(^{-1}\) HNO\(_3\) solution. Additionally, \(^{193}\)Ir and \(^{209}\)Bi were used as internal standards. The elemental uranium concentration was calculated as the average of three replicates. In these conditions, the detection limit for uranium reached 0.1 ppb (i.e. \(4.2 \times 10^{-10}\) mol.L\(^{-1}\)).

Dissolution experiment under controlled catalysed conditions

In order to perform dissolution tests in catalytic conditions, copper chips (VWR chemicals) were dissolved in aerated nitric acid. Then, this solution was used to dissolve UO\(_2\)\((111)\)-\(\oplus\) single crystal. Cu has been already used to simulate UO\(_2\) dissolution in nitric acid [14, 19, 42]. The reaction is similar\(,\) as it is also autocatalytic and produces NO\(_x\) and nitrous acid [43]. Indeed, in aerated and concentrated nitric acid solutions, Turnbull et al. [44, 45] demonstrated that the key role of oxygen was to produce cuprous ions, which catalyzed the reduction of nitrate to nitrite ions. The cupric ions formed by the former reduction reaction reacted with copper in a catalytic cycle to reproduce cuprous ions. In concentrated nitric acid solution, the solubility of the passivating corrosion products is high and the catalytic cycle is maintained until copper is completely dissolved as Cu(II). It could be argued that Cu(II) can support the corrosion of UO\(_2\) leading to the production of Cu(I). Then, in aerated nitric acid solutions, Cu(I) is likely to undergo oxidation to Cu(II). However, Charlier et al. [14] compared dissolution rates of UO\(_2\) particles in solutions loaded with species produced by dissolving the
same molar quantity of copper or uranium dioxide. For the same experimental conditions, they obtained the same dissolution rate of UO$_2$. This result demonstrated that the rate of dissolution of UO$_2$ was controlled by the amount of nitrous acid or NOx in the prepared solution and was independent on the Cu(II) concentration. In this work, Cu was preferred to UO$_2$ to prepare the solution loaded with the catalytic species, because the dissolution rate of UO$_2$ single crystals was determined by analyses of the uranium elemental concentration in solution. The concentration of uranium produced by the dissolution of the single crystals was several orders of magnitude lower than the concentration of uranium in the loaded solution (i.e. $\sim$10$^{-2}$ mol.L$^{-1}$). Thus, it was virtually impossible to detect the very low increase of the uranium elemental concentration caused by the dissolution of single crystals in the loaded solution and then, to determine accurate dissolution rates.

The amount of catalytic species produced in solution ($C_2$ expressed in mol.L$^{-1}$) depends on the mass of copper dissolved. It was estimated using the mass balance equation (9) [19, 42, 43] and equation (10) [13].

$$\text{Cu(s)} + \frac{8}{3} \text{HNO}_3(\text{aq}) \rightarrow \text{Cu(NO}_3)_2(\text{aq}) + \frac{2}{3} \text{NO}_x(\text{aq}) + 2 \text{H}_2\text{O} \quad (9)$$

$$X = 1 - \frac{\mu_H \times m_{Cu}}{V_H \times C_0 \times M_{Cu}} = 1 - \frac{\mu_Z \times C_2(t)}{\mu_Z \times C_0} \quad (10)$$

where $C_0$ (mol.L$^{-1}$) is the initial nitric acid concentration; $\mu_H$ is the stoichiometric coefficient of nitric acid consumption, equal to 8/3; $\mu_Z$ is the stoichiometric coefficient of catalytic species production, equal to 1; $m_{Cu}$ is the mass of copper dissolved (g); $V_H$ is the volume of nitric acid (L) and $M_{Cu}$ is the molar weight of copper (63.55 g.mol$^{-1}$).

In the dissolution test of UO$_2$ single crystal, $X$ was equal to 0.96, which corresponded to 0.5 g of copper dissolved and 3 × 10$^{-2}$ mol.L$^{-1}$ of catalytic species produced. $C_0$ was equal to 2.08 mol.L$^{-1}$ in order to obtain 2 mol.L$^{-1}$ nitric acid solution after Cu dissolution. The total dissolution of Cu chips was performed in 250 mL of solution. It required 4 hours at 60 °C under mechanical stirring. After the complete dissolution of Cu, the bottle was dipped in a cold-water trap in order to quickly decrease the solution temperature to 22 °C.

Even if the catalytic species have not been definitely identified up to now, they have been systematically associated to the presence of nitrous acid and NO$_x$ (NO and NO$_2$) in solution. These species are not stable in solution. To avoid their decomposition in NO$_x$ (g) or their volatilization, and therefore to prevent the decrease of catalytic species concentration, a 2 cm thick layer of paraffin oil was deposited at the surface of the solution during the dissolution of Cu chips.

The dissolution of (111)- 2 single crystal was performed at room temperature under dynamic conditions and mechanical stirring using a 25 mL PTFE reactor continuously fed with the nitric acid solution loaded with catalytic species. In order to limit the production of
radioactive liquid waste and to minimize the mass of solid over the volume of solution ratio, the nitric acid solution was recycled. The total volume of solution including the reactor, the bottle for the solution supply and the tubes, reached 250 mL. The flow rate was fixed to 30 mL.h⁻¹ in order to minimize the thickness of the diffusion layer at the solid/solution interface. (111)-̅̅̅ oriented single crystal was put in 2 mol.L⁻¹ HNO₃ solution loaded with the catalytic species for about 4 days. After this period, the concentration of HNO₂ in solution decreased by 25%. The conditions of the dissolution experiment varied too much and the experiment was stopped.

At regular times, 4 mL of solution were sampled and not replaced. Each aliquot was divided in two 2 mL-samples in order to perform the analyses of uranium and nitrous acid concentrations. The elemental uranium concentration was measured using ICP-MS following the same protocol as for dissolution tests performed under standard conditions. Nitrous acid was considered in this work as a tracer of the catalytic dissolution of UO₂. The evolution of the nitrous acid concentration was determined by UV-visible spectroscopy following the Griess method. First, 1 mL of 8 mol.L⁻¹ NaOH solution was added to the 2 mL sample in order to stabilize nitrous acid as nitrite ions and to avoid interference with uranyl ions in the UV-visible spectrum. After centrifugation of the U(VI) precipitate, 0.1 mol.L⁻¹ H₂SO₄ was added to the supernatant until the pH was equal to 2. Then, the colorimetric reagent was added (Nitrite Test Spectroquant®, Merck). Using the Griess method, the presence of nitrite ions induced a large non-interfered absorption band at 540 nm. Quantitative analyses were made possible by calibrating the UV-visible spectrometer using NO₂⁻ standard solutions prepared by dilutions of a certified NIST NaNO₂ standard solution at 0.1 mol.L⁻¹ (CertiPur® Merck).

3. Calculation

From ICP-MS analyses, the evolution of the elemental concentration, \( C_U(t) \) (g.L⁻¹) was determined. The dissolved mass of UO₂, \( \Delta m(t) \) (g) was then calculated according to the following equation:

\[
\Delta m(t) = \frac{m_U(t)}{f_U} = \frac{C_U(t) \times V}{f_U}
\]  

(11)

where \( m_U(t) \) (g) corresponds to the total amount of the uranium released in solution at a time \( t \), \( V \) (L) is the volume of solution in contact with the solid and \( f_U \) (g.g⁻¹) is the mass fraction uranium in the solid.

The normalized weight loss, \( N_{L}^{geo}(t) \) (g.m⁻²), and the apparent dissolved thickness \( \varepsilon^{geo}(t) \) (µm) were calculated according to equation (12):

\[
N_{L}^{geo}(t) = \frac{m_U(t)}{f_U \times S_{geo}} = \varepsilon^{geo}(t) \times \rho
\]  

(12)
where $S_{\text{geo}} \text{ (m}^2\text{)}$ is the geometric surface area of the oriented surface in contact with the solution and $\rho$ is the density of the solid (10.96 g.cm$^{-3}$ for UO$_2$).

The normalized dissolution rate of each oriented surface, $R_{\text{L, geo}}^\text{o}(U) \text{ (g.m}^2\text{.d}^{-1})$ and the normal retreat rate $R_{\text{R, geo}}^\text{o}(U) \text{ (µm.d}^{-1})$ were determined using equation (13):

$$R_{\text{L, geo}}^\text{o}(U) = \frac{\partial N_{\text{geo}}^\text{o}(t)}{\partial t} = R_{\text{R, geo}}^\text{o}(U) \times \rho$$ (13)

Thanks to 3D surface reconstruction, the corrected surface area of the whole oriented surface at the end of the dissolution test, $S_{\text{corr}}' \text{ (m}^2\text{)}$ was determined as:

$$S_{\text{corr}}' = \left(1 + \frac{S_{\text{dr}}}{100}\right) \times S_{\text{geo}}$$ (14)

The corrected surface area $S_{\text{corr}}(t) \text{ (m}^2\text{)}$ was estimated and the corrected normalized weight loss $N_{\text{L, corr}}^\text{o}(t) \text{ (g.m}^2\text{)}$ was calculated using the following equations:

$$N_{\text{L, corr}}^\text{o}(t) = \frac{m_U(t)}{t \times S_{\text{corr}}(t)}$$ (15)

with

$$S_{\text{corr}}(t) = \begin{cases} S_{\text{geo}} & \text{for } t \leq t_{\text{ind}} \\ a \times (t - t_{\text{ind}}) + S_{\text{geo}} & \text{for } t > t_{\text{ind}} \end{cases}$$ (16)

where $t_{\text{ind}} \text{ (d)}$ is the induction time defined as the dissolution time corresponding to the end of the first kinetic regime (i.e. 15 ± 1 days under standard conditions).

Finally using the corrected normalized weight loss $N_{\text{L, corr}}^\text{o}(t)$ in equations (12) and (13), $e_{\text{corr}}(t)$, $R_{\text{L, corr}}^\text{o}(U)$ and $R_{\text{R, corr}}^\text{o}(U)$ were calculated.

4. Results and discussion

4.1. Dissolution experiments

Macroscopic dissolution of oriented single crystals under standard conditions

In order to examine the influence of the crystallographic orientation on the dissolution of UO$_2$ single crystals in nitric acid media, dissolution tests were performed in 2 mol.L$^{-1}$ HNO$_3$ solution at room temperature under static conditions for the three oriented surfaces (100), (110) and (111) (samples- 1 in Table 1). The evolutions of the geometric normalized weight loss $N_{\text{L, geo}}^\text{o}(t) \text{ (g.m}^2\text{)}$ and of the dissolved mass $\Delta m(t) \text{ (g)}$ obtained for each oriented UO$_2$ single crystal are reported in Fig.4(a-c).

For the three oriented surfaces, the shape of the $N_{\text{L, geo}}^\text{o}(t)$ evolution was found to be similar. Mainly, two steps were observed. The first one was associated to a slow uranium
release in the solution, while the rate of uranium release increased drastically during the second step. For the three oriented surfaces, the first stage occurred for $\Delta m(t) \leq 1.6 \times 10^{-5}$ g and $C_{U}(t) \leq 3.5 \times 10^{-7}$ mol.L$^{-1}$, i.e. for a dissolution time, $t_{ind}$ lower than 16 days. The second step started after 21 to 26 days of dissolution and was characterized by a fast and linear increase of the normalized weight loss $N_{L}^{geo}(t)$ or of the apparent dissolved thickness $e^{geo}(t)$. Between these two steps, a period of transition occurred, during which the normalized dissolution rate increased continuously.

The first period was called “induction time” according to the literature. A close look to the evolution of $N_{L}^{geo}(t)$ and $e^{geo}(t)$ during the first step showed a succession of linear increases. Nevertheless, a linear regression of $N_{L}^{geo}(t)$, or $e^{geo}(t)$ was made to approximate the normalized dissolution rate, $R_{L,1}^{geo}(U)$ and the normal retreat rate, $R_{R,1}^{geo}(U)$ during this step. An empirical criterion was defined to determine the end of this induction period: $R^{2}$ of the linear regression of $N_{L}^{geo}(t \leq t_{ind})$ higher than 0.70. The values and the associated standard errors estimated by the linear regression of the data during the first step are reported in Table 2 for the three single crystals. The dissolution rates obtained during the first step were not significantly different for (110) and (111) oriented surfaces and slightly higher for (100). The values obtained showed that the crystal orientation did not influence strongly the dissolution rate during this induction period.

From 21- 25 days of dissolution to the end of experiment, a second kinetic step was observed. The evolution of the normalized weight loss (or of the dissolved thickness) was found to be linear (with $R^{2} = 0.99$), which indicated that steady conditions were maintained and allowed the determination of constant dissolution rates $R_{L,2}^{geo}(U)$ and $R_{R,2}^{geo}(U)$ (Table 2). Once again, dissolution rates were not strongly influenced by the orientation of the UO$_2$ surface. Nevertheless, the dissolution rate determined during the second step for (111) was found to be significantly lower than that obtained for (110) and (100). The dissolution rate determined in the second step increased drastically compared to the $R_{L,1}^{geo}(U)$ estimates. For the (100) oriented surface, the dissolution rate was multiplied by a factor of 260. This factor reached 370 and 630 for (111) and (110) oriented surfaces, respectively. Such increase of the dissolution rate was already observed for polycrystalline samples of UO$_2$ dissolved in nitric acid media [21, 46]. It was attributed to the concomitant increases of the reactive surface area and of the concentration of catalytic species in solution. In order to distinguish the impact of these two phenomena, the topographic evolution of each oriented surface was monitored and thus, the normalized weight loss was corrected from the increase of the surface area induced by dissolution.
Topographic evolution of the oriented surfaces

After 35 days of dissolution in 2 mol.L⁻¹ HNO₃ at room temperature, the samples were removed from the reactor and washed twice with deionized water. SEM images were recorded under environmental conditions with the SE detector at different magnifications (× 2,500 and × 10,000) and a series of 25 micrographs was achieved in order to obtain a large (530 × 450 µm²) SEM image (stitching) of the sample with a spatial resolution of 62 nm per pixel (Fig. 5 (a-c)).

The analysis of the SEM micrographs presented in Fig. 5(a-c) revealed different dissolution features at the surface of the three oriented samples and thus, the spatial heterogeneity of the material flux from the reacting surface. It is worth noting that the topographical observations of the oriented surfaces were made for similar weight losses (Table 2). For the (100) surface, SEM micrographs (Fig. 5(a)) revealed the formation of square-based pyramids of the same size and aligned in the same direction. The stitching of micrographs showed that pyramids covered the whole surface of the sample. (110) surface (Fig. 5(b)) appeared to be smoother than the other ones. Nevertheless, the micrographs recorded at the highest magnification (×10,000) showed the presence of steps, step edges having a tip form. Etch pits were hardly observed by SEM for the (100) and (110) surfaces, whereas the (111) surface (Fig. 5(c)) was covered by triangular etch pits. Triangular etch pits were observable with all magnifications. The size of the biggest etch pits was about 20 µm. Although macroscopic dissolution rates (Table 2) did not strongly depend on the crystallographic orientation of the surface exposed to nitric acid solution, the evolution of the topography was strongly influenced by the initial orientation of the solid/solution interface. The different dissolution features observed for the three oriented surfaces unveiled the heterogeneity of the surface reaction rates, which could be considered as the signature of processes occurring at the atomic scale [47].

3D reconstructions of the oriented surface allowed determining the average arithmetic roughness of the surface, $S_a$ (nm), the maximum height difference at the surface, $S_z$ (nm) and the developed interfacial area ratio, $S_{dr}$ (%). These parameters were calculated for three different zones at the surface of the samples (Fig. 6).

The developed interfacial area ratio, $S_{dr}$ (%), was found to vary with the orientation of the surface of UO₂. The obtained values decreased following the sequence (100) ≈ (110) > (111). Thanks to polishing, the initial value measured by AFM was estimated at 0 for all the samples (Table 1). At the end of the dissolution experiment, the (100) and (110) surface area increased by 39 %. For a similar mass loss or dissolved thickness, the increase of surface area
of (111) oriented surface was found to be lower (23%). The S₁ and S₂ parameters increased following the sequence (100) < (110) < (111). Thus, in the direction normal to the oriented surface, the dissolution led to higher height differences for the (111) oriented surface, which is in agreement with the formation of deep corrosion pits (Fig. 6c). For the (100) and (110) oriented surfaces, the value of the arithmetic roughness (i.e. between 100 and 200 nm) corresponded to the mean height of the square-based pyramids and step edges, respectively.

Thanks to 3D reconstructions of the oriented surfaces, it was possible to normalize the weight loss taking into account the evolution of the corrected surface area \( S_{\text{corr}}(t) \). The evolution of \( N_{\text{geo}}(t) \) and of \( N_{\text{corr}}(t) \) are compared in Fig. 7.

Despite the correction of the evolution of the surface area, the two kinetic steps were still observable (Fig. 7(b)). Thus, the increase of the dissolution rate observed during the second regime did not come from an increase of the surface area of the sample. The corrected normalized dissolution rate, \( R_{L,2}^{\text{corr}} \) and corrected retreat rate \( R_{R,2}^{\text{corr}} \) were calculated for each orientation by linear regression of the corrected normalized weight loss and of the corrected dissolved thickness, respectively. The results are summarized in Table 2. They showed that the macroscopic dissolution rates determined in the second kinetic regime were similar for the three oriented surfaces. Nevertheless, with a significantly lower \( R_{L,2}^{\text{corr}} \) value compared to (100) and (110) surfaces, the (111) surface remained the most durable.

The production of catalytic species during a first kinetic regime has been already suspected for polycrystalline UO₂ and U-based oxides dissolved in nitric acid solutions [6-12, 15, 16, 18, 21, 48]. The same phenomenon could also explain the increase of the single crystals dissolution rate in the second regime. In order to link the two kinetic regimes observed during the dissolution of UO₂ single crystals in nitric acid solution with a specific mechanism, dedicated experiments were performed using samples with (111) oriented faces (labelled (111)-② and (111)-③ in Table 1).

**Formation of etch pits at the (111) oriented surface during the first kinetic regime**

Specific dissolution test was performed for the (111) oriented surface in 2 mol.L⁻¹ HNO₃ at room temperature. Before the dissolution, a region of interest (ROI) with observable defects was selected at the surface of the sample (111)-② and height maps were obtained with AFM. The sample was removed from the reactor several times during the first kinetic step of dissolution (i.e. for \( t < t_{\text{ind}} \)) and was washed with deionized water before its characterization. The ROI was characterized systematically by AFM, which allowed monitoring its topographic evolution (Fig. 8).

After 72 hours of dissolution, the formation of triangular etch pits was evidenced. Triangles were either aligned along polishing scratches, or located at the border of the
topographic defects also observed by SEM-ECCI (Fig.3). After 87 hours of dissolution, each etch pit previously formed grew and new ones were formed at the border of other defects. This phenomenon was going on until the last observation made for $t = 158$ hours. It revealed the presence of defects, which were not easily detectable by AFM at the beginning of the experiment (for instance, scratches which were not evidenced before 87 hours of dissolution were finally covered by triangular etch pits after 134 hours). Thus, at the early stage of the dissolution, etch pits were not homogeneously distributed at the surface of the ROI. This observation was supported by the evolution of the arithmetic roughness. The initial arithmetic roughness, $S_a$, reached 1.8 nm and 0.2 nm, for the entire ROI and the region free from defects, respectively. After 87 hours of dissolution, $S_a$ of the entire ROI increased up to 2.8 nm, whereas it was only 0.6 nm in region free from triangular etch pits. Finally, after 158 hours of dissolution, the $S_a$ value was 3.7 nm and 0.7 nm for the entire ROI and the region free from triangular etch pits, respectively. Thus, the increase in the roughness of the selected ROI was mainly due to the formation of etch pits. From these images, it appeared that the pit nucleation occurred at the border of defects detected by AFM and by SEM-ECCI. These defects were thus evidenced by the presence of dents, and by electron channeling contrast with the bulk material. Regardless of the nature of these extended defects (dislocation loops, edge or screw dislocations), etch pits opened up in the vicinity.

All etch pits corresponded to equilateral triangles oriented in the same direction. The geometry and orientation of one etch pit is reported in Fig. 9(a) whereas the corresponding evolution of a depth profile crossing the etch pit is presented in Fig. 9(b).

The edges of the equilateral triangles exhibited the specific directions [011], [101] and [110] (Fig. 9(a)). The monitoring of the depth profiles (Fig. 9(b)) showed the lateral and vertical growth of etch pit. The lateral growth of etch pit (characterized by displacement of the [110] edge) was about 10 times faster than the digging in the direction normal to the (111) surface (pay attention to the different scales in Fig. 9(b)). The lateral/normal length ratio of the selected etch pit was almost equal to 16 after 158 hours of dissolution, which corresponded to shallow etch pits. Moreover, the growth of etch pit in all directions seemed to slow down after 87 hours of dissolution.

The formation of similar triangular etch pits was observed for the isostructural CaF$_2$ but also for polycrystalline UO$_2$ [25, 49-52] and UO$_2$ single crystals [53]. This comparison indicated that even though different reaction mechanisms were involved (acid-catalysed dissolution for CaF$_2$ and oxidative dissolution for UO$_2$), the reactivity of the surface was connected to the crystallographic structure of the material. For CaF$_2$, Cama et al.[49] proposed that the typical triangular pit orientation was attributed to the Ca–Ca arrangements via bridging F-neighbors.
Similarly, for UO$_2$, such a structural control of the pit evolution at the atomic level is illustrated in Fig. 10.

If one layer of atoms on the (111) UO$_2$ plane surface is considered, the first uranium atom is randomly removed as well as its three coordinating oxygen atoms (Fig. 10(b)). Then, a second uranium atom can be detached randomly among the six 2-coordinated U atoms surrounding the first one (Fig. 10(c)). Finally, the only 1-coordinated uranium atom remaining at the surface is preferentially removed from the surface (Fig. 10(d)). This sequence yields to the formation of a triangular etch pit. The detachment of atoms is then laterally spreading, which leads to the growth of etch pit. As the triangles remained equilateral, the edges of etch pits of specific directions [01̅1], [10̅1] and [11̅0] spread over the surface at the same rate. However, in the direction normal to the (111) surface, the deepening of the etch pit will not necessarily give birth to a pyramid as the detachment of U atoms from the new exposed layer is random and not constrained at the apex of the pit. Thus, triangular etch pits with a flat bottom could be formed whose edges move outwards (as depicted by the yellow arrows in Fig. 10(d)).

This scenario would explain the shape of the etch pits observed at different scales (Fig. 9(b) and Fig. 5(c3)). At larger scale and progress of dissolution, the large triangular etch pits had flat bottom and their edges were made of steps gradually moving away from the center. The motion of steps at the edges of triangular etch pits was thus favored compared to the digging of the pits in the direction normal to the (111) surface.

This observation led to the conclusion that the formation and growth of triangular etch pits was the predominant dissolution mechanism, which controlled the kinetics of dissolution of the (111) oriented surface of UO$_2$ during the induction period. The specific dissolution features observed by AFM and SEM were attributed to a dominant step-wave mechanism that ultimately led to surface-normal retreat [54].

*(111) oriented surface dissolution under controlled catalysed conditions*

Catalytic species produced at the solid/solution interface during the first step of UO$_2$ dissolution in nitric acid solution were expected to play an important role on the dissolution mechanism and dissolution rate during the second step. In order to confirm this role, a specific dissolution test was performed on (111)- $\mathbb{Q}$ single crystal at room temperature in 2 mol.L$^{-1}$ HNO$_3$ solution previously loaded with catalytic species. The evolution of the concentration of catalytic species was monitored by measuring the concentration of nitrous acid with the Griess method. In order to correct the geometric surface area, we assumed that the $Sdr$ value obtained for the dissolution of (111)- $\mathbb{Q}$ single crystal in standard conditions was equal to that obtained for the same reaction progress in controlled catalytic conditions. The evolution of the normalized weight loss $N_L^{corr}(t)$ was then evaluated (Fig.11 (a)).
The analysis of the results reported in Fig. 11(a) shows that the concentration of HNO$_2$ decreased slowly from $1.7 \times 10^{-2}$ to $1.3 \times 10^{-2}$ mol.L$^{-1}$ during the dissolution test, with no impact on the rate of uranium release in solution. We assumed that the catalytic species in solution resulting from the dissolution of copper chips were present in a large excess during the dissolution test of the UO$_2$ single crystal. Furthermore, comparison with the experiment performed in pure 2 mol.L$^{-1}$ HNO$_3$ showed that the induction period (step 1) completely disappeared under controlled catalytic conditions. The normalized dissolution rate was found to be high and constant during the catalysed experiment. The linear increase of the normalized mass loss indicated that steady conditions were established. The normalized dissolution rate $R_{L,corr}^c$ (g.m$^{-2}$.d$^{-1}$) and the normal retreat rate $R_{R,corr}^c$ (nm.d$^{-1}$) were $39.5 \pm 0.8$ g.m$^{-2}$.d$^{-1}$ and $3.6 \pm 0.1$ µm.d$^{-1}$, respectively. The $R_{L,corr}^c$ value determined in catalysed conditions was found to be of the same order of magnitude than the $R_{L,2}^{corr}$ value (i.e. $10.7 \pm 0.1$ g.m$^{-2}$.d$^{-1}$, Table 2) by dissolving the (111) surface in standard conditions. This result confirmed that the second regime observed in standard conditions was kinetically controlled by the catalysed mechanism, and that the catalytic species were produced during the first kinetic step. Using the expression proposed by Charlier et al. [14], the normalized dissolution rate of UO$_2$ powder under catalysed conditions was evaluated to 238 g.m$^{-2}$.d$^{-1}$ (i.e. 6 times higher than the value obtained for (111)-$\Theta$ single crystal). Once again, this comparison suggest the role of the density of defects on the dissolution rate.

At the end of the dissolution test performed under catalysed conditions (i.e. 4 days), the dissolved thickness and the mass loss equaled $15.0 \pm 0.8$ µm and $2.6 \pm 0.1$ mg, respectively. These values were close to those obtained after 35 days without adding catalytic species to the 2 mol.L$^{-1}$ HNO$_3$ solution (Table 2). The SEM-SE micrograph of the surface of the (111)-$\Theta$ sample at the end of the dissolution test is presented in Fig. 11(b). The dissolution of the (111) surface under catalysed conditions led to the formation, growth and coalescence of triangular etch pits. The topographic evolution of the (111) surface was found to be similar to the one obtained under standard conditions (Fig. 5(c)), but the time required to reach similar dissolution features was significantly reduced. This observation led again to the conclusion that the formation of triangular etch pits was related to the structure of the material at the lattice scale. It did not specifically depend on the nature of the reactive species at the UO$_2$/HNO$_3$ interface. However, the oxidative power of the reactive species with respect to U(IV) surely affected the kinetics of etch pits nucleation and growth.
4.2. Discussion

The dissolution of UO₂ oriented single crystals in nitric acid allowed us to determine reliable dissolution rates and to evidence the potential role of the crystallographic orientation. Moreover, thanks to the simplest shape of single crystals, it was easier to manage hydrodynamics in order to determine dissolution rates controlled by chemical reaction rather than by transport phenomena.

The dissolution tests of UO₂ polished single crystals in 2 mol.L⁻¹ HNO₃ at room temperature showed two different kinetic steps, which appeared in agreement with the literature regarding the dissolution of UO₂ in nitric acid solution. In such conditions, the speciation of nitrogen species evolved, which led to a change of the dissolution mechanism.

Mechanism occurring during the first kinetic regime

The first stage, called “induction period” occurred for \( \Delta m(t) \leq 1.6 \times 10^{-5} \text{ g} \) and \( C_U(t) \leq 3.5 \times 10^{-7} \text{ mol.L}^{-1} \), i.e. for a dissolution time lower than 16 days. The results obtained in this study were in good agreement with the dissolution rates reported by Cordara et al. [21] for dense UO₂ pellets (\( R_L^{\text{corr}}(U) \) and \( R_R^{\text{corr}}(U) \) of 6.0 \( \times 10^{-2} \) g.m⁻².d⁻¹ and 5.5 \( \times 10^{-3} \) µm.d⁻¹, respectively), but were one order of magnitude lower than those published by Marc et al. [13] for UO₂ powder. Based on the results obtained in this work, such a discrepancy was attributed to the impact of the density of defects.

Indeed, extended defects were evidenced before dissolution by SEM/ECCI and AFM at the surface of the three oriented faces of UO₂ single crystals. Specific dissolution tests was performed for the (111) oriented surface in 2 mol.L⁻¹ HNO₃ at room temperature. A topographic evolution of the (111) surface was evidenced by AFM during the first kinetic regime. Regardless of the nature of the extended defects (dislocation loops, edge or screw dislocations), triangular etch pits opened up systematically in their vicinity. The BCF (Burton, Cabrera and Frank) theory [55] explained the growth of facets with the help of screw dislocations. A screw dislocation is a dislocation with a component of the displacement vector (Burgers vector) normal to the crystal surface. A step is generated from the end of the screw dislocation and forms a spiral in supersaturated conditions as a result of its progress. It results in a growth pyramid. Since BCF theory, some authors assumed that screw or line dislocations led to the formation of expanding etch pits during dissolution, i.e. in undersaturated conditions [23, 53, 56]. For several ubiquitous mineral phases, Lasaga and Blum [57] even determined a critical Gibbs free energy above which dislocation could become a etch pit far from equilibrium. Thus, defects constituted starting points for the topographic evolution of the surface. Even if this assumption was often made in the past, it was demonstrated experimentally in this work for the first time for UO₂. It is noteworthy that one of the key properties of the UO₂ structure is
its ability to accommodate an excess of O atoms. UO₂ fluorite structure is maintained for hyper-stoechiometric UO₂ₓ until x = 0.25 and O atoms in excess occupy the available interstitial sites. As the degree of non-stoichiometry increases, isolated interstitial defects interact with each other to create extended defect structures [58]. The number and the dynamics of these interstitial defects control macroscopic properties of the material such as the corrosion behavior. Indeed, the electrochemical reactivity of UO₂ₓ was studied by He et al. using scanning electrochemical microscopy associated to Raman spectroscopy and micro X-Ray diffraction [59-61]. They confirmed that the stoichiometry of UO₂ₓ influences significantly the surface reactivity. They also demonstrated the spatial heterogeneity of the electrochemical reactivity of UO₂ₓ and made the link between the defect structures and the reactivity. The nature of the extended defects observed at the surface of UO₂ single crystals in this work was not identified, but these structures could be linked to the presence of interstitial O atoms. These observations indicate also that the role of O₂(aq) in the nitric acid solution cannot be neglected, especially during the first kinetic stage of the dissolution. The concentration of dissolved O₂ in a 2 mol.L⁻¹ HNO₃ solution in equilibrium with air (i.e. for pO₂ = 0.2) is 4.1 mmol.L⁻¹. Even if it is much lower than the concentration of nitrate ions, O₂(aq) could act as a possible stimulant for corrosion in nitric acid during the induction period, i.e. in absence of significant amount of catalytic species, by introducing U(V) within the UO₂ₓ lattice at the solid/solution interface. The growing surface density of these U(V) sites during the first kinetic stage could increase the electronic conductivity of the surface, which could favor the reduction of nitrate ions and ultimately the production of the catalytic species. Similarly, Goldik et al. [62, 63] showed that a mixed U(IV)/U(V) UO₂ₓ surface layer catalyzed the decomposition of radiolytic H₂O₂ in alkaline media.

For the (100) and (110) surfaces, the evolution of the solid/solution interface was not observed during the first kinetic step. Thus, even if the presence of extended defects randomly distributed at the (100) and (110) surfaces was evidenced, their role during the first dissolution step was not established. Nevertheless, different starting crystallographic orientations led to different types of topography while dissolution proceeded. The mechanisms responsible for the development of specific dissolution features on (100) and (110) surfaces of UO₂ are still not elucidated. One explanation could rely on the development of surface segments with orientations that dissolved at a slower rate. For CaF₂, Godinho et al. [26, 27, 64] showed that the planes containing either Ca or F were preferentially dissolved. Thus, families of less stable surfaces tended to disappear while dissolution proceeded and the proportion of more stable surface segments increased. With time, this mechanism led to the development of a “steady topography”. Rennie et al. [29], who investigated the influence of surface orientation on the corrosion rate for UO₂ thin films, observed that while the (001) and (110) surfaces continued
to corrode at constant rate, the corrosion of the (111) stopped. Moreover, (111) surface is expected to be the most durable orientation in the UO$_2$ structure [65]. Indeed, calculations of the surface energy for each oriented surface of UO$_2$ showed that the (111) surface presented the lowest surface energy [66-69]. Thus, it was expected that the topography obtained at the end of dissolution experiments for the (100) and (110) faces contained a high proportion of surface segments of the (111) family. This assumption would explain also why the macroscopic dissolution rates determined in this work were not strongly influenced by the initial crystallographic orientation of the surface.

Mechanism occurring during the second kinetic regime

During the second step, the dissolution rate for all oriented surfaces strongly increased. Dissolution rates $R^\text{corr}_{L,2}$ of the (100) and (110) oriented surfaces were slightly higher than $R^\text{corr}_{L,2}$ of (111) oriented surface. Thus, the impact of the initial orientation on the macroscopic dissolution rate in the second kinetic step was low.

For (111) surface dissolved in the presence of catalytic species produced by copper dissolution in a 2 mol.L$^{-1}$ nitric acid solution, a unique kinetic regime was observed associated with high dissolution rate similar to $R^\text{corr}_{L,2}$. Thus, the presence of the species produced during copper dissolution induced a strong increase of the UO$_2$ dissolution kinetics. This result confirmed that the second regime observed in standard conditions was kinetically controlled by the catalysed dissolution mechanism, and that the catalytic species are produced during the first kinetic step.

At the end of the dissolution experiment in controlled catalysed conditions, (111) single crystal surface was covered by triangular etch pits. The etch pits were bigger than those observed in standard conditions, but their morphology was similar. Thus, the mechanism of nucleation and growth of triangular etch pits did not depend on the nature of the oxidant of U(IV), whether present in the nitric acid medium or formed at the UO$_2$/solution interface during the first step. However, the oxidative power of the reactive species in the dissolution medium could control the kinetics of etch pits nucleation and growth. As this kind of mechanism was also observed for acid-catalysed dissolution of the isostructural CaF$_2$, we assumed that the formation of triangular etch pits did not result from redox reaction, but rather revealed a structural control of the topographic evolution at the atomic level.

5. Conclusion

For the first time, dissolution experiments were conducted in nitric acid solution using oriented UO$_2$ single crystals. The single crystal/solution interface was initially free from
topographic defects, thus was considered as a geometric model. The use of polished single crystals allowed to manage properly the hydrodynamics and to avoid the establishment of concentration gradients at the solid/solution interface. Thus, the concentrations of reactive species measured in the bulk solution became representative of the solid/solution interface. Reliable dissolution rate were determined. Hence, these samples allowed to build reliable multiparametric expressions of the dissolution rate either under uncatalysed and well-controlled catalysed conditions.

This study on such oriented single crystals underlined the link between the atomic description of the UO$_2$ surface and the macroscopic behaviour of a sample. At the atomic scale, the enhanced reactivity of the surface located at defect sites was demonstrated. Consequently, the density of defects should be considered as a first order parameter to improve our estimation of the dissolution rates at the macroscopic scale. Beyond the measurement of the specific surface area, the next challenge to improve our estimates of SNF dissolution rates will be to take into account structural parameters in chemical engineering models of dissolution.
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### Tables

**Table 1.** Sample mass (g) and geometric surface area of the oriented surface ($S_{geo}$ in m²) determined by ImageJ software before coating and mechanical polishing. Surface texture parameters determined by AFM: average arithmetic roughness ($S_a$), maximum height ($S_z$) and developed interfacial area ratio ($Sdr$).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>$m$ (g) ± 0.001</th>
<th>$S_{geo}$ (m²)</th>
<th>$S_a$ (nm)</th>
<th>$S_z$ (nm)</th>
<th>$Sdr$ (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(100)- i</td>
<td>0.212</td>
<td>$(1.2 ± 0.1) \times 10^{-5}$</td>
<td>0.3 ± 0.1</td>
<td>17.8</td>
<td>0.05 ± 0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(110)- i</td>
<td>0.207</td>
<td>$(8 ± 1) \times 10^{-6}$</td>
<td>0.37 ± 0.7</td>
<td>28.6</td>
<td>0.14 ± 0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(111)- i</td>
<td>0.240</td>
<td>$(1.1 ± 0.1) \times 10^{-5}$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(111)- ii</td>
<td>0.275</td>
<td>$(1.2 ± 0.1) \times 10^{-5}$</td>
<td>0.4 ± 0.1</td>
<td>15.4</td>
<td>0.05 ± 0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(111)- iii*</td>
<td>0.021</td>
<td>$(7 ± 1) \times 10^{-6}$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*no coating
Table 2. Elemental uranium concentration in solution \( C_U \) (mol.L\(^{-1} \)) at the end of the induction period, \( t_{ind} \); normalized dissolution rates \( R_{L,1}^{geo} \) (g.m\(^{-2}.d^{-1} \)) and normal retreat rates \( R_{R,1}^{geo} \) (nm.d\(^{-1} \)) determined using the geometric surface area during the two step. Normalized dissolution rates \( R_{L,2}^{geo} \) (g.m\(^{-2}.d^{-1} \)) and normal retreat rates \( R_{R,2}^{geo} \) (nm.d\(^{-1} \)) determined using the corrected surface area during the second step. Elemental uranium concentration in solution \( C_U \) (mol.L\(^{-1} \)), dissolved thickness \( e^{corr} \) (µm) and dissolved mass \( \Delta m \) (g) at the end of experiments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(100)</th>
<th>(110)</th>
<th>(111)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>First step with ( S_{geo} )</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration ( t_{ind} ) (d)</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( C_U(t_{ind}) ) (mol.L(^{-1} ))</td>
<td>((3.4 \pm 0.3) \times 10^{-7})</td>
<td>((1.7 \pm 0.2) \times 10^{-7})</td>
<td>((1.6 \pm 0.2) \times 10^{-7})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( R_{L,1}^{geo} ) (U) (g.m(^{-2}.d^{-1} ))</td>
<td>((7.4 \pm 0.9) \times 10^{-2})</td>
<td>((3.1 \pm 0.5) \times 10^{-2})</td>
<td>((3.6 \pm 0.4) \times 10^{-2})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( R_{R,1}^{geo} ) (U) (µm.d(^{-1} ))</td>
<td>((6.8 \pm 0.8) \times 10^{-3})</td>
<td>((2.9 \pm 0.5) \times 10^{-3})</td>
<td>((3.3 \pm 0.4) \times 10^{-3})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Second step with ( S_{geo} )</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( R_{L,2}^{geo} ) (U) (g.m(^{-2}.d^{-1} ))</td>
<td>((19.6 \pm 0.7))</td>
<td>((19.4 \pm 0.8))</td>
<td>((13.4 \pm 0.3))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( R_{R,2}^{geo} ) (U) (µm.d(^{-1} ))</td>
<td>((1.79 \pm 0.06))</td>
<td>((1.77 \pm 0.08))</td>
<td>((1.22 \pm 0.03))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Second step with ( S^{corr}(t) )</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( R_{L,2}^{corr} ) (U) (g.m(^{-2}.d^{-1} ))</td>
<td>((13.7 \pm 0.6))</td>
<td>((14 \pm 1))</td>
<td>((10.7 \pm 0.1))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( R_{R,2}^{corr} ) (U) (µm.d(^{-1} ))</td>
<td>((1.25 \pm 0.05))</td>
<td>((1.23 \pm 0.09))</td>
<td>((0.97 \pm 0.01))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>End of experiment ( (t_f = 35 \text{ d}) )</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( C_U(t_f) ) (mol.L(^{-1} ))</td>
<td>((4.54 \pm 0.04) \times 10^{-5})</td>
<td>((4.57 \pm 0.04) \times 10^{-5})</td>
<td>((3.94 \pm 0.04) \times 10^{-5})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( e^{corr}(t_f) ) (µm)</td>
<td>(13.0 \pm 0.7)</td>
<td>(20 \pm 1)</td>
<td>(14.3 \pm 0.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \Delta m(t_f) ) (g)</td>
<td>((2.2 \pm 0.1) \times 10^{-3})</td>
<td>((2.2 \pm 0.1) \times 10^{-3})</td>
<td>((1.9 \pm 0.1) \times 10^{-3})</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure captions

**Fig. 1:** Crystallographic description of single crystals oriented faces, (a) lateral view, (b) top view, (c) coated samples. Figures produced using the Diamond software, where the uranium and oxygen atoms are shown in grey and red, respectively. The planes corresponding to oriented surfaces are colored.

![Figure 1](image1.png)

**Fig. 2:** XRD patterns of the three oriented faces of UO$_2$ single crystals after polishing: (100)-○, (110)-○ and (111)-○ samples. XRD pattern of UO$_2$ powdered sample used as reference (Ref).
Fig. 3: Polished surface observations performed using SEM using secondary electrons (SE) detector (left) with back-scattered electrons (BSE) detector (middle) and using AFM (right). (a), (b) and (c) correspond to (100)-\(\ominus\), (110)-\(\circ\) and (111)-\(\odot\) samples, respectively.
Fig. 4: Evolution of the normalized weight loss $N_{L}^{geo}(t)$ (left vertical axis) and of the dissolved mass $\Delta m(t)$ (right vertical axis) obtained during the dissolution in 2 mol.L$^{-1}$ HNO$_3$ solution at room temperature of UO$_2$ oriented single crystals (a) (100)- ⊙; (b) (110)- ⊚; (c) (111)- ⊠.
Fig. 5: Series of SEM micrographs recorded at the end of the dissolution test (35 days) for: (a) (100) surface, (b) (110) surface and (c) (111) surface at different magnifications. (1) stitching of 25 micrographs recorded at ×1,000; (2) ×2,500 micrographs; (3) ×10,000 micrographs and (4) 3D reconstructions with Mex Alicona®. The dissolved thickness determined at the end of the dissolution experiment, $e_{corr}(t_f)$ for each oriented surface is mentioned.
Fig. 6: Parameters calculated from 3D-reconstructions obtained with Alicona MeX® software at the end of dissolution test (35 days): developed interfacial area ratio ($S_{dr}$); arithmetical roughness ($S_a$) and maximum height ($S_z$).
Fig. 7: Evolution of the normalized weight loss $N^X(t)$ (left vertical axis) and of the dissolved thickness $e^X(t)$ (right vertical axis) taking into account (a) $S_{geo}$ and (b) $S_{corr}(t)$ for the dissolution in 2 mol.L$^{-1}$ HNO$_3$ solution at room temperature of UO$_2$ oriented single crystals.
Fig. 8. AFM images of the selected ROI at the surface of (111)- sample recorded at various dissolution times during the first kinetic step ($t < t_{\text{ind}}$, 2 mol.L$^{-1}$ HNO$_3$, RT). Blue arrow indicates the etch pit presented in Fig.9.
Fig. 9: Geometric details of a triangular etch pit. The blue line corresponds to the position of the depth profile drawn perpendicularly to the [\(\overline{1}10\)] side of the triangle (a). Evolution of the depth profile during dissolution (b).

Fig. 10: Schematic illustration of the typical pit orientation on the planar (111) surface for UO\(_2\). Uranium and oxygen atoms are respectively grey and red fill bubbles. Empty bubbles correspond to atoms pulled out from the surface: starting surface (a); random detachment of one uranium atom followed by three bridging oxygen atoms (b), detachment of a second uranium atom among the six equivalent uranium atoms surrounding the first detached atom (c) and detachment of a third uranium atom, corresponding to the only 1-coordinated atom (d), leading to the formation of the triangular pit.
Fig. 11: (a) Evolution of the normalized weight loss $N_{L}^{\text{corr}}(t)$ (red stars) and of the nitrous acid concentration $C_{\text{HNO}_2}(t)$ (green squares) obtained during the dissolution of (111)-Ω oriented UO$_2$ single crystal at room temperature and in 2 mol.L$^{-1}$ HNO$_3$ solution previously loaded with catalytic species. Black stars correspond to the $N_{L}^{\text{corr}}(t)$ values obtained in uncatalysed conditions with sample (111)-Ω. (b) SEM-SE micrograph of (111) oriented surface recorded with at magnification ×2,500 at the end of the dissolution test under controlled catalytic conditions (i.e. for $e^{\text{corr}}(t_f) = 15.0 \pm 0.8 \, \mu m$).